
Customer Comms Range Simplification 

 

Further to our earlier communications, our number one priority is to play our part in helping to ‘feed the 

nation’. Currently, all our manufacturing and logistics facilities are fully operational and we are now 

taking a number of critical steps to increase manufacturing output to help meet the significant increase in 

demand.  

We are now implementing a number of initiatives across our snacks business which I wanted to share with 

you to rationalise and simplify our product portfolio in the short term :- 

1)- HERO SKUS. 

We are prioritising 85 lines within our supply chain. These are our HERO lines that account for over two 

thirds of RSV. From today, these lines are only available to order in single sku full pallet orders, to 

maximise efficiency. 

2)- A SECOND TIER OF CORE LINES FOR A MINIMUM CREDIBLE RANGE 

We will also continue to produce a range of CORE lines. We recognise that these lines are important 

secondary lines needed for a minimum credible range for shoppers in addition to the HERO lines. These 

lines will be produced regularly, just not as frequently whilst we navigate the current dynamic. 

3)- LINES WE WILL SUSPEND PRODUCTION 

We are planning to FREEZE a number of lines for a short period of time. These account for approx. 13% of 

RSV.  We will ask for your support to turn codes back on once demand has stabilised. 

4)- SKU SIMPLIFICATION 

We are also asking temporarily for your support to remove SKUs which have duplicated case sizes, 

artwork or bespoke shelf ready packaging solutions once they have sold through (tailor by customer 

where applicable). We currently hold inventory on these lines and will continue to ship these products in 

the short term. Walkers Supply Chain contacts will be in touch and advise when to freeze these SKUs 

while we ramp up production of Hero SKUs and Core Lines 

 

5) NPD & Campaigns 

We will be delaying the majority of planned NPD scheduled for launch over the next 6 weeks.  Having 

manufactured significant stock, Doritos Stax will proceed to launch as planned.  We would appreciate your 

support in continuing with your launch plans into store / online wherever possible. 

Walkers Taste Icons Limited Edition Packs will also continue to be supplied having worked with the five 

restaurant partners to extend the offer to 3rd December 2020.  We will also work closely with you on the 

revised execution plans across the Summer in Lieu of Football tournaments. 

Thank you for your continued support, we will work closely as one team between commercial and supply 

chain to ensure that the above actions are managed closely as we transition to our simplified range. 

 


